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Every Honest Boat Deserves 
A Loving Home 
by U.R. Struly 

Early one clear and brightening Sunday morning late last Fall, we 
headed over to Orient Point to make the trek around to Amagansett to 
visit with a few members of the East End Classic Boat Society, to pick up 
and pay for a 'new' (to us) flat bottomed skiff, and return home with it to 
Connecticut.
     
The E.E.C.B.S. is a community boatshop that really seems to have its 
act together.  Our time there revealed a very impressive operation.  A 
small Herreshoff sloop and an antique varnished-hull outboard runabout 
graced the comfortably cluttered lower shop level,  the runabout 
gleaming and fitted with an antique Johnson outboard, reminiscent of 
some old '40s or '50s Popular Mechanics' advert, and the Herreshoff in a 
beautiful state of stripped down refurbishment, with an ingenious little 
discreet clamping device, made for carvel planking repair, holding a 
plank to a frame (an exclusive EECBS invention!).  This sight got more 
than a few minutes of fascinated inspection from this particular writer 
and engineering-inclined nerd.
     
Moving back up to the main shop floor, windows all around illuminating 
the wood ceiling beams and walls and floor, and revealing the nearby 
sun-drenched sand-dune-scrub landscape and glimmering ocean 
beyond, we were introduced to a nice little lapstraked round bottomed 
skiff recently completed and raffled off to some lucky recipient by the 
Club.  This person was due to show up in a short while, we were told, for 
a photo session with their newly adopted family member.  Like the 
runabout in the basement, this skiff gleamed with fresh paint and 
varnished brightwork, and shining EECBS club plaque gracing the 
interior face of its transom:  “Built by...”.  A line neatly coiled on the bow 
thwart, yachty style, and its spritsail raised and rigged, finished the 
staging presentation.  Good, careful, capable work by all, plainly 
apparent, and impressive. 

With this beautiful vessel as our backdrop, sitting on its trailer looking    
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eager to gets its own journey off and running, 
and soon to leave for its new home, we sat 
down with the three members of the EECBS 
who greeted us, to finish the business of our 
own transaction.  This we did at a wide round 
table with the massaging warmth of the sun 
at our backs, and two new EECBS caps on 
our JGTSCA heads and thinning hair, gifts of 
the EECBS.
     
Consideration quickly and efficiently finalized 
and hands shaken, the conversation settled 
in comfortably, as we learned a little bit about 
the EECBS and its evolution, compared 
notes on our respective club operations, and 
shared anecdotes illustrating our 
enthusiasms for small boats and traditionally-
minded builds, ...and old skiffs. 
     
Our 'new' skiff is the 11'6” Sea Urchin, as 
designed by David Stimson at Boothbay 
Maine, in response to a 1991 WoodenBoat 
design contest challenging readers to design 
a “Perfect Skiff”.  The design was not a prize 
winner ultimately, though it did make the cut 
to be included in the final article describing 
some of the more highly regarded entries.  
Few of the designs strayed far from the tried 
and true formula which evolved organically 
over time and in response to regional 
conditions and requirements of mission.  As 
flat bottom skiffs go, our little skiff is graceful 
and workboat-like, stout and honest, pretty 
but not really pretentious, capable but not 
overthunk.  The perception of 'beauty' is of 
course an intrinsically subjective thing, 
subject to no requirements of worldly 
justification.  This boat spoke to us, and that 
is all that matters.  
     
     'Winner' or not, it certainly fit our own 
criteria for terrific little flat bottomed skiff, ie: 
wide flat bottom for stability and super-shoal 
flotation, beautifully raked transom, classic 
pointy stem, copper riveted planking with 
painted 'workboat' finish, a simple sprit 
sailing rig, and an overall pleasant 
disposition.  With a pair of oars outstretched 
and dipping, or its spritsail raised and pulling, 
and a picnic lunch at-the-ready, it will no 
doubt look and feel the part, and take us 
lazily through the marshes and shallows, 
evoking the fondest Ransomesque 
imaginings on some warm and sultry 
summer's day.

     Our new skiff will be receiving a proper prep and new painting.  
Colors may change, or not.  And, it'll be needing a name, as it seems 
never to have had one.  On all these matters, as with all the 'fleet' thus 
far, in time the boat itself will speak to us, as we get to know each other 
better, and tell us what these things might want to be.  The boat will let 
us know, and love is a patient thing.
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Continued from page 1

Our Sea Urchin skiff on homebound trailer, me and EECBS VP, Pres 
(Ray Hartjen - founder) and Treasurer

Two photos of 
the boats 
sailing on 
Orient Harbor, 
builder and his 
wife crewing.
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Notes from JGTSCA President: Dane Rochelle
Hello Everyone,

JGTSCA has already begun what should turn out to be an active 2018!  

We are in the beginning stages of getting our Good Little Skiff project rolling.  
Plans have been purchased, some interpretive work is being done on the drawings 
by long-time member and draftsman George Spragg.  Molds (formerly used for 
Nina) have been contributed by member Carl Kaufman for modification and look 
like they will work out fine.  Materials are being assessed and should be ordered in 
the very near future.  We will have something to be proud of when we are done... 
and we won't be getting rid of it until we have a chance to enjoy it ourselves, at 
least not if I have any say in the matter!  :)

Other upcoming activities include the Pine Island Cleanup and BBQ slated for 17 
April 2018, and a visit to the Herreshoff Museum in Bristol Rhode Island Sunday 29 
April 2018, to enjoy a free admission to a wonderful museum on their season 
opening day.  Join us for both if you can, and don't miss our general meeting 
Friday 06 April 2018 at Building #36 at the Avery Point UConn campus, where we 
will enjoy one another’s company over spring water and fine pizza!

Most immediately, we have a Full Moon Row slated for this upcoming weekend 30 
or 31 March (Fri. or Sat).  We intend to depart from Shipyard East, to enjoy a nice 
evening row and, with any luck, accompanied by a full moon lighting our way.  Club 
dories will be available, and one's own boat may join the convoy if so desired.  
Don't forget your navigation lights!  Flashlight will do.  Day and precise time to be 
determined by midweek, pending weather assessment, etc.

Thanks everyone for all our efforts and energy.  A great group of people blessed to 
have a fascinating pastime to enjoy!  May the scent of hemp rope, varnish, pine tar, 
and cedar fill our days and the glint of sunlight flicker off the ripples of our bow 
waves!

Spring is here!
Best to All!    Dane 
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JGTSCA Minutes

Monthly Meeting
UCONN Avery Point Boathouse – Building 36

Sunday, 4 March 2018

Meeting called to order at 1335 by President Dane Rochelle

Members Present:
Dan Nelson, Dane Rochelle, Ellie Czarnowski, Bill Rutherford, Karen Rutherford, Carl Kaufmann, Brian 
Cooper, Bill Armitage, Philip Behney, Dave Tang, John Hacunda

Minutes from February Meeting
(Secretary not present) Action on February minutes tabled until further notice.

Treasurer’s Report
The treasurer’s report was accepted as presented.  Balance as of 2/15/18 = $5357.19

Continuing Business
• Reminder of the important of shop safety
• Club oar making report by Dan Nelson. Progress being made.  All is well.
• Uconn student oar project update by Dan Nelson. Good progress.  He will continue to report progress 

to Professor McKenzie periodically.
• Solicitation of “non-hands on boats” ideas -  art, music, writing, history, quarterly meeting 

presentations, expansion of out-reach
• Plans and modified NINA molds have been acquired for the Good Little Skiff project.

Announcements
• The latest issue of the newsletter has been published and is available by asking, via email or print.
• Viking Days Weekend preceding the WBS/SCW at Mystic Seaport.  See Seaport web site for details.
• Invitation to visit Carl Kaufmann’s shop in Noank following this meeting.  Several small craft are under 

construction and several others are on display (stored) therein.

Upcoming 2018 Activities Planning
• Bill Rutherford provided an overview of 2018 WBS/SCW.  See Seaport web site for up to date details.  

Wristbands are required this year. Bill is looking for presenters for the SCW – time slots on Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday.  Carl Kaufmann will help with rowing clinic.

• Discussion on the spring visit(s) to Newport area maritime attractions – IYRS, Herreshoff Museum 
etc. - TBD - nothing definite yet.

• Pine Island Clean-up/Earth Day/Uconn BBQ – no new info
• Phil Behney will host a Full Moon Row on Friday March 30th.  Meet at the Avery Point Boathouse at 

7:30 pm and the group will go from there, out and around the Bluff Point area; or head over to Mystic 
Shipyard East and row around there.  Watch club email for updates as the event draws near.

• “Barn Raising” at the Thames River Chapter (Russ Smith) – no new info – Stay tuned

The need for more membership renewal postcards was discussed and will most likely be printed by the 
Rutherford Group.

Next Meeting: Friday, April 6th, 2018 at the Avery Point boat shop, with the Potluck at 1730 and the meeting 
to follow.

Motion to adjourn; motion seconded; all in favor; motion carried; meeting adjourned @ 1420.
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Full Moon Row
Friday 30 March 2018
1915-2115h
Mystic River
 
Back home now, just returned from our first 2018 Full Moon Row.  Sky was cloudy and dark, drizzle 
spat only suggestively, and the Moon hardly made its presence known, but the temperature was 
moderate and not a smidge of disappointment entered any of our minds for even a moment.  The 
conditions only added to the impression of adventure, the endeavor adding a touch of unusualness to 
our otherwise rather ordinary daily lives, good and fortunate as they are.  Nine crew in five boats 
including three JGTSCA club dories, Susan B. Holland, and Dan's kayak.  
 
Launched at Mystic Shipyard East at 1915h.  Got to the River channel about ten minutes out, as we 
rounded up and headed north toward the train bridge, Noank Baptist church steeple glowing a mile or 
so to our south as we made the turn northbound.  Rowed upriver to the Mystic River Cottrell street 
public dock, where some of our “others” met and greeted us for our brief visit in town.  Tied up and 
walked up to West Main Street and all got some hot cocoas, while Dan stayed behind to keep an eye 
on the boats and enjoy a little pleasant solitude.  Having acquired our assorted beverages, we 
gathered in our small groups for conversation nearabouts the bridge, admiring the atmospheric 
evening and charm of our shared endeavor, our weather gear and donned life jackets marking us as 
not-so-typical tourists walking this downtown street side.
 
Our cocoas consumed, and our twenty-minute layover concluded, we returned to the boats and 
headed back downriver, through the train bridge and around to Shipyard East for our haul out at 
2115h.  Our dory had along the way shipped or sipped some river water, a quick tip ridding our 
vessel's bilge of its modest burden and lightening the dory for its manual carriage from the shore to 
its shed.  In the faint light, we parted ways for the evening, bidding one another farewells and see you 
soon.  Two hours precisely, and a few more memories made.  
 
Another four weeks till the next full moon...
 
Dane Rochelle, President JGTSCA
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Upcoming Events: 
Mystic Seaport Ship Modelers meet most second Saturdays of the month from 10 until noon in 
their workroom on the second floor of the John Gardner Boat Shop.  They usually have a 
demonstration of some kind, such as firing cannons or 3-D printing.  Their next big thing is their Ship 
Model Show and Radio Control (R/C) Run just inside the south gate July 16th from 9am to 5pm.  
Contact Bob Andrie at smallyachtsailor@gmail.com to get on their mailing list. 

Classes at Mystic Seaport: Celestial Navigation in the Age of Sail (April 7-8); Modern Celestial 
Navigation (April 10-12); Coastal Navigation (April 14); Boating with Directions by Magnetic 
Compass (May 19); Fundamentals of Traditional Norse Boatbuilding (May 31-June 3).

Fresh Exhibits at Mystic Seaport: The Vikings Begin: Treasures from Uppsala University, Sweden 
(May 19-September 30); The Vineland Map (May 19-September 30).

Viking Small Boat Weekend: Ben Fuller and friends bring their traditionally built Norse Faerings to 
Australia Beach June 16-17 for interactive rowing and sailing.  Our JG TSCA Chapter has been 
offered the opportunity to assist.

John Gardner Small Craft Workshop: Our big boat meet of the year June 22-24 with morning 
rows, daily demonstrations and inside tours.  We will be holding a Rowing Workshop Saturday 
afternoon with opportunities to sample fixed seat, sliding seat and racing shell rowing.  View the 
Overview and click on Letter to Participants at https://www.mysticseaport.org/event/small-craft-
workshop/  To register in advance (new this year), click on Buy Tickets and follow the prompts.  This 
will get you and your boat in the gate before regular opening hours.

mailto:smallyachtsailor@gmail.com
https://www.mysticseaport.org/event/small-craft-workshop/
https://www.mysticseaport.org/event/small-craft-workshop/
mailto:smallyachtsailor@gmail.com
https://www.mysticseaport.org/event/small-craft-workshop/
https://www.mysticseaport.org/event/small-craft-workshop/
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Around the Shops:
At Carl Kaufman’s Shop:

Carl Kaufman hand builds rowing shells to Graham Greene’s 
designs to wide acclaim as well as traditional skiffs to John 
Atkin’s and Joel White’s designs.  He brought and gave us a 
presentation on his recent Atkin motor skiff, the “Maude & 
Emeline” design at last year’s John Gardner Small Craft 
Workshop.  Beautiful workmanship.  So when he offered a 
tour of his workshop after our March 4th meeting, we 
immediately accepted. 


His latest build is a Nick Schade designed rowing wherry, an 
evolution of Nick’s “Noank Pulling Boat” for which Carl led a 
review in Small Craft Monthly, drafting his friends in Mystic 
River Rowers for comments.  See the result in the online 
magazine, complete with video of the boat whizzing by.  
Carl’s new boat is a bit longer with a beautiful wine glass 
transom but similar super light strip plank construction.  Carl 
uses a T88 epoxy, normally used for Home-Built aircraft, and one oz. fiberglas cloth, kept on a roll then spread on the 
hull window shade style.   The hull weighted only 15 pounds off the mold and is expected to top out at 42 pounds 
complete with inside glass and epoxy with drop-in sliding seat and end decks.  


We also visited his “Maude & Emeline” the 14 foot plus skiff made from Atkin’s design, built over 
molds modified from the Nina we built a few years ago at our Avery Point Community Boathouse.  
Carl added an interesting line system through the top inside of frames for attaching all manner of 
fenders, buckets and lines instead of cleats.  He shared a scale model that he used to determine 
plank lines.  The model’s plank shapes are much easier to visualize when seen right side up instead 
of trying to stand on your head to view the boat being built upside down on the frames.  


Karen admired his Shellback dinghy with custom sail /oar/rudder cover for traveling.  Dane admired 
Carl’s beautiful hand made guitars; once he started playing, we couldn’t drag him away.  Carl 
advised that some of the exotic woods are becoming more and more difficult to find.  Too soon, it 
was time to head home; it is always a pleasure to be invited by to see what Carl is building on that 
long, super flat basement table.


“Carl Kaufman explaining the details of his new 
build, a Nick Schade light rowing wherry.” 
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Dane reports a great second visit to Carl Kaufman's shop Sunday morning March 25th:  Five of us 
visited Carl for another hour-long informative session.  Coach Ricci and his wife, Nicholas Alley, Dan 
Nelson and myself attended, and everyone, including Carl, seemed to enjoy themselves.  Carl again 
provided interesting and engaging commentary as he led us through his shop tour. 
 
Further, Carl shared his thoughts on resource sharing: “the idea of TSCA members helping 
members with materials.  Maybe the easiest way to do it, for starters, is to have the requesters post 
e-mails to suggest what they need, and let the rest of us respond if we can help. E.g., I have no idea 
whether anyone needs some heavy glass mat, scrap leather for chafe gear,  barefoot ship augers, 
bolt threading dies for bronze rod, or some epoxy bottom primer, but that sort of “surplus stores” lies 
around my shop, gathering dust.” 

At UCONN-Avery Point’s Community Boathouse, Home of 
the John Gardner Traditional Small Craft Association: 

Work continues on the Gloucester Gull dory, an original built by Harold Payson, which was donated by Andy 
Wolfe’s father, Richard, just before he left town.  Andy publishes the “Ash Breeze”, our National’s magazine.  
Phil Behney and Bill Armitage have been reconditioning the dory, installing a new breasthook and oarlock 
pads.  Bill almost put his fingers through the hull under the gunwale when flipping the dory to final sand and 
paint, so it’s back to the bench to reinforce and repair.  Come one and all and get involved in this project; we 
have promised Andy a row at the Small Craft Workshop…..

 “Payson Dory Almost Ready for Paint.”
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At Seaport Boathouse Shops: 
The Boat Flip: A new method of rotating Beetle Cats is 
perfected in the Gardner Boat Shop.  First the boat is 
raised with a pair of block and tackle, then straps are 
fitted around the hull through blocks suspended from 
beams above and the boat rotated.  Leader Jim 
McGuire’s idea, it is a popular alternative to scraping 
bottom paint while crawling underneath….   From left to 
right: Owen Bostrom, Jim McGuire, Dan Nelson, René 
Boelig and Ted Stanton.

The Caulking Party: a team effort, caulking is inserted in 
reefed plank joints, seam compound pressed in and then 
faired.  It’s lots easier working down hand….From left to 
right: George Shaw, Dan Nelson, Ted Stanton, Jim 
McGuire and René Boelig.

Rolling & Tipping: Andy Strode and Vic roll and tip the topsides of the 
John Gardner designed and built rowing Peapod.  The topsides 
on the tender Captain Hook, similarly painted, shine in the 
background.

Varnishing on 
Schooner 

Brilliant: even 
fender boards 

get varnished on 
Brilliant; Bob 

Chapin applies 
the finishing 

touches.
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Report on 
UCONN - AP 
Student 
Capstone 
Project: 

Report from our Dan Nelson: 
Maggie is in the final stages of 
her oar making experience.  By 
my accounting she has 29 
hours invested so far.  The rest 
of her efforts go toward four 
coats of varnish and sewing on 
the leathers.   We hope to get 
her into a dory with her finished 
project and let her take a victory 
lap.


And this from Prof. Matt 
McKenzie: Earlier this week, 
Maggie brought me over to the 
shop, very excited to show off 
her work, and I was thrilled to 
see what she has done and 
how she has grown under 
JGTSCA guidance. More 
importantly, as she showed off 
her work, she shared her many 
thoughts about traditional 
college education and 
traditional wood working, and 
how the two enhance one 

another. For me, that was what I hoped she would get out of this experience: a realization that you learn 
better across all topics when the brain and the body are equally engaged in the process.  And seeing 
Maggie’s excitement, accomplishment, curiosity, pride, and enhanced self-confidence told me all I needed 
to know about how successful this experiment has been. Thank you for your efforts and please extend my 
thanks to all who helped her.
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View from the Side Deck:

After a nice, warm Spring day yesterday when we visited the boatyard and actually uncovered a boat.  Today, 
looking across the River towards the Lighthouse a brisk SW wind is kicking up a chop as well as ushering in a 
thin, cold fog.  The good news is that looking across to the Lighthouse, I can actually see it; daylight savings 
time is keeping the sun up a little longer each day.  That means Spring will be coming back to stay.  Soon, we 
hope.

Meanwhile, we continue dreaming about boats, and in Dane and David’s case, actually crossing Long Island 
Sound to find a new one.  And establishing contact with a fellow Chapter of TSCA, the East End Classic Boat 
Society.  Their Community Boathouse operation sounds like a beauty.  We look forward to following up on 
mutual opportunities and trading ideas.  Only a short ferry ride away.

Other shops are busy, as described in the “Around the Shops” section but it is Carl Kaufman’s shop that 
always seems the most diverse.  Where else can you find a racing shell hanging on the wall, a slightly broader 
but just as light wherry on the building mold and two traditionally planked oar and sail boats in the shadows.  
One even sports a motor, a mighty Honda 2.3.  Great fun.  We appreciate being invited in to visit.  And further, 
Carl suggests we pool resources and electronically communicate our building needs to keep our various 
projects on track.  Let’s follow up on that.  

Dan Nelson and Bill Armitage have successfully assisted UCONN student Maggie Waldron in building much 
more than just a pair of oars, as her Professor Matt McKenzie attests in the Capstone Project report.  This 
could be worth developing further.  Experiential Learning…..back to the future.  Developing both hand and eye.  
Our Community just got a little bigger.

But back to reality: slap a coat of paint on that old skiff, complete the new one and get ready for the next Full 
Moon Row.  Thank you, Phil Behney, for organizing; we can’t expect a Blue Moon every month, but April has 
what the old timers called a Pink Moon coming up April 29th.  Let’s get those oars varnished and in the water!

Keep those cards and letters coming, folks!  And slip in an article or a photo or two if you get a chance.  

Fair Winds,
Bill Rutherford, Editor
Karen Rutherford, Publisher


